THE SUBMERGED COMPLICITY IN L.A. PUNK IS THE THEMATIC STARTING point for Alex Cox's film Repo Man, but placing a 1984 film so close to a 1926 novel is not as capricious as it may first seem.
1 The modernist ambiguity of The Sun Also Rises is a grounding issue, such that the same paradoxes found in Hemingway and L.A. punk culture become the subject matter informing the film as Cox attempts to negotiate the problems of cooptation and equivocal politics. This is also a prominent issue for 1980s critical theory, with one of the recurrent debates about postmodernism being the political effect of theories deployed in or influenced by late capitalism. Building off Fredric Jameson's theory of the "waning of affect," Lawrence Grossberg ponders the current state of affairs by analyzing a pervasive ambivalence in society. That people have beliefs but lack a deep sense of "affective" investment in them is a disturbing trend for him: "It is increasingly difficult to locate places where it is possible to care about something enough, to have enough faith that it matters, so that one can actually make a commitment to it and invest oneself in it" (" 'It's a Sin,' " 223). Defining the postmodern condition as one in which subjects can comfortably balance contradictory positions and desires proves useful for understanding Repo Man, a film consistently framed as an expression of postmodern life.
Some critics focus on the film's content to discuss its transgressive politics, some to decry it as a vacuous acquiescence to late capitalist values. There is at least general agreement that the film's style is worth reflection, if only because form is so integral to what Cox presents. It is not the depthlessness Jameson accuses postmodernism of celebrating; Repo Man's style serves as a self-reflexive and utterly ambivalent statement on its own status as art-a quality of both modern and postmodern aesthetics.
2 The film expresses a sense of wavering indeterminacy through its simultaneous use and critique of realism (as mimesis) that further reveals how the film's meaning is rooted in its split loyalties between modernist and postmodernist narratives.
3 Cox appropriates realism-repeatedly establishing and withdrawing a reality effect-to present a picture of contemporary life while examining the film's own identity as a rebellious "cult" film. This double use of realism is highlighted through the dual function of the generic that mediates between modernism and postmodernism. The generic appears in two forms: the motif of generic consumer goods appearing in scenes and the bricolage style of mixing "nonartistic" Hollywood genres. This allows Cox to address his film's relation to the movie industry and to carve out a space of marginality, as well as constructing his identity as a maverick director.
John Powers notes how an early concentration on marginality helped earn Cox a "reputation as a filmmaker drawn to weird tones, oddball milieus, and characters who bear no resemblance to the toothsome teenagers and lovable yuppies of Hollywood cinema" (35). That helps to explain why Cox wants to associate Repo Man with the cult film: its aura of being an individualistic genre outside Hollywood's corporate structure. The cult film techniques give a stamp of originality
